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spray-stencilled around various parts of Beeston. Coughing up the money, I was off, back home to the family turntable.
Let us just say, the 'Asylum' side of the record blew my mind. I thought it was shit! Yet, there was something puzzling about it. I hated religion, although after having all the Church of England religion as the family belief system from an early age, I found it unsettling. This was no Sex Pistols record. It was arty poetry, with wordplay repeated over an unsettling musical soundscape. It was a bit much to take. The second side, 'Shaved Women', was equally bleak. The first thing that crossed my young mind was what the fuck is a 'shaved woman'? Were they talking about genitals like the magazines in my elder brother's cupboard? Unsettling. The repeated rhythm track of the train-tracks reminded me of the television documentaries on the Holocaust, punctuated by a guitar's single note 'beep'. Eve Libertine's vocals were confident and uncompromising and the closing chorus of 'in all your decadence people die!' equally scared the hell out of me. Overall, the production was bleakreplete with haunted, barely audible sub-vocals, it matched the decrepit post-industrial landscape we were growing up in back then.
It was clear this was no usual record. I replayed the 'Asylum' track and the resonance of it hit me hard. The mix of sexual politics, anti-religious sentiment and anti-nuclear commentary had me running for the fusty encyclopaedia in the house to find out more. What did it mean?
If anything, this was educational. The stuff taught at school never related to me; this was the start of a second, personal education, which would serve me well to this day. 1 The art for the record was equally disturbing, and alongside the later Crass output, proved to be the stuff of teenage nightmares for a good few years. It had an impact equal to the music: bleak, unsettling and enigmatic. Initial impressions led me to assume that this was a cut-and-paste job, although I was completely impressed learning years later that these were intricate paintings from Gee Vaucher (1999) . Back then I always scrutinized every detail of every 6 record I bought, from the matrix-numbers and run-out-groove messages to every aspect of the cover. Up to that point, punk records were composed of vibrant colours, especially the Sex Pistols and UK Subs with their plethora of coloured-vinyl releases. Artwork from these was frequently copied onto bored homework, pencil cases and painted school-rucksack flaps (another story). The cover art had the first example of the now commonplace Crass logo and classic graphic design. The logo was both striking and unsettling. I had spent many hours practising drawing the thing, with the most disappointing egg-shaped results. The cover information and greeting '1945U enola hallo AN.OK? 521984 pay no more than 45p' was yet another suite of enigmas. Comprising of now familiar, yet non-existent back then, SMS text message language with '1945U' and 'AN.OK?', obviously referring to 'anarchy', though
obviously not the sort of lawlessness Rotten described in the Pistols 'Anarchy in the UK' track: while the anarchy and Antichrist issues were definitely common ground across the records, they were deployed for entirely different purposes. The 'enola hallo', as I note above, had me dashing for the dictionary, and thus uncovering that this was a reference to 'Enola Gay', the USAF plane, unleashing the atomic bomb devastation on the Japanese city of Hiroshima in August 1945. Most famously, though, was the first example of the Crass pricing-code, designed to undercut and be accessible to those on limited income -perfect for my paper-round money back then. McKay (1996 McKay ( , 1998 noted that previous examples of the 'pay no more than' began on the London band, Desperate Bicycles' records, though Crass took this practice to another level throughout their later releases. 2 Their previous 12" The Feeding of the Five Thousand released on London label, Small Wonder, contained no such instructions. 3 In short, the puzzle-framework and musical exploration offered many enigmas for the young and curious punk-minds back then.
Unlike the first-hand screen-printed pressing of the record, discussed below, this record came as an A3 double-sided six-panel poster. To my knowledge this was an unprecedented approach, clearly signalling the objective to offer as much a visual as a musical experience.
The first panel contained a 1979 diary entry from Eve Libertine offering critique of the Catholic faith, patriarchal religious oppression, the legacy of war and systems of ideological power and religious transmissions of fear. Concluding the final sentence was the now famous forward/slash/approach/to/punctuating/Crass /lyrics/on/the/early/records.
The centre picture is a stark, grainy black-and-white image of the band with Eve Libertine and Andy Palmer playing with Crass in front of their logo. The lyrics to 'Asylum' are reproduced on the third panel as a continuation of the previous diary entry, with the more intense visual image on the fourth panel comprising G's surreal/realist art and Penny
Rimbaud's handwritten reproduction of the lyrics for 'Shaved Women'. The latter, to my mind back then, clearly drew on French resistance to World War II Nazi occupation and the subsequent attacks on those women found guilty of collaboration by sleeping with, or associating with, fascists. My research back in 1980 revealed that those found guilty of this had their hair publicly shorn and were subject to abject beatings. As for the babies screaming, my take on this related to the extermination of children in the Holocaust gas-chambers as per the train-track loop under the music and the looped sub-vocal 'screaming babies', evident under the entire song. Other symbols of modernist housing punctuate the background while a Churchillian, heavy-framed spectacled male, sternly puffing on a cigar, dominates the foreground. The Catholic nuns saluting an SS officer and priests with Nazi salutes indicated the complicity of the Sea of Rome with the outrages of the Holocaust, 'Decadence' here referring to the enrichment of the latter through Nazi complicity. The end of the quote is roughly where one of the Christian youth-leaders dashed over with a stern face and scratched the record off the deck with a very audible riiiip! Silence. Tim, who was with me on the decks, said 'sorry mate' to the youth leader, 'wrong side', but he knew we were messing with him. The eyes of disgust aimed from the previously dancing and jovial crowd at us was a right buzz, especially the smirks on the faces of our punk mates, who were in on the joke. Tim quickly put another record on the turntable. 'Any more disrespectful funny business and you and your mates can get out'. Too late, the next record's -the Anti Nowhere League's 'So What' -opening lyric blasted into the audience silence -'So fuuuucking whatttt!' -before ripping into the gnarly guitar riff, which was equally scratched off the deck. We were politely told in no uncertain terms to leave and not return. So much for
Christian understanding! Mission successful. The statements on that first Crass 7" reinforced our anti-Christian mindset and were successfully deployed at the advocates of organised religion.
Theoretical interludes
The objects and expressions of music are long associated with the traditions of critique, aesthetics and rebellion. Key in the present interlude is the notion of art compelling, not 11 demanding, the reader accepts the critical meanings contained in the art form. This is the well-trodden discussion famously offered by Adorno and Horkheimer ([1944] 1995) and Benjamin ([1934] 1995).
For Adorno, the purpose of art was to 'compel and not demand', to shake the reader out of an uncritical slumber. With Horkheimer, Adorno discussed in the landmark Dialectic of Enlightenment ([1944] Later critiques of the culture industry took place within the cultural and ethnographic study of audiences (Morley 1978 (Morley , 1986 . Fiske (1990a Fiske ( , 1990b Fiske ( , 1992 noted the potential of how audiences semiotically reinterpret and often radically renegotiate the signs of popular culture in the overdetermined space of Adorno and Horkheimer's culture industry output.
Often, heralded and misguidedly hailed in numerous cultural and audience research as champions of the 'effects model' of audiences, the ideological mind-control machine of the cultural dope, the culture industry thesis contained a far more sophisticated critique of mass aesthetics than did those detailed introductory accounts of the essay. This critical notion was certainly retained by Stuart Hall in his (1973 Rather than the causal notion of immediate effect/affect, audiences were credited with more critical and rational understandings of audience engagement with media texts: they resist hegemonic dominant textual meaning. This paradigm clearly echoed Adorno and
Horkheimer's recognition of audience power in this respect as they famously noted in their concluding discussion of advertising, 'The triumph of advertising in the culture industry is that consumers feel compelled to buy and use its products even though they see through them' ([1944] 1995: 167) .
This would be only half the story; audience research proceeding into the 1990s signalled a much more active and creative audience than did Incorporation/Resistance models of research -centrally, the notion that spaces exist for audiences and increasingly fans of culture to create and subvert original authorial intent. This work clearly took influence from Debord's (1967) Society of Spectacle, and Barthes timely work of literary theory, S/Z ([1970] 1974), the principle approach being that the 'death of the author' is 'the birth of the reader' (Barthes [1967 (Barthes [ ] 1977 . Audiences were now free to creatively 'write' their own meaning and perform/slash/subvert/hack/rewrite/jam and generally reconstruct the original cultural arguments and forms. Clearly, such notions were bound up with the relativist intellectual fashion of postmodernism and post-structuralist theory, which overtook Marxist-informed cultural studies from 1968 onwards. However, while such relativism is implicit in these accounts of audience/fan empowerment, the notion of reclaiming and redeploying, meaning from hallowed authorial lands, offers and signals radical and subversive audience sensibilities at play. Benefiting from our own enterprise in the form of royalties from the first album, and boosted by an inheritance left to Andy [Crass guitarist] by his grandmother, we had finally been able to induce a pressing company to manufacture 'Reality Asylum'.
Not content with the original recording, we had re-recorded it and then, rather than having to search around for a printer, we had printed the first five thousand covers ourselves. (2014: 102)
The first pressing of Reality Asylum is a beautiful example of the results of hand-screen printing record covers. Printed on heavy card, this version does not contain the later poster versions of the record, instead adopting a book narrative approach with the insert and record paper record housing stapled to the cover. The reader is greeted with the G-Sus poster image, previously discussed, followed by the lyrics printed in bright red -capital letter -ink, which remains striking after approximately 40 years. In the middle is the vinyl record, replete with white-stencil track names printed on black background, followed by the Libertine diary entry -again reproduced in red. The Nazi-saluting clergy occupies the last page. The back cover of the record is virtually identical to later pressings, although with a slightly smaller font and handwritten Crass name logo. The notable difference between the later pressings and the present version is the lack of the Andy Palmer/Eve Libertine Image.
With the record now firmly in the public domain of the UK record-buying public, the reaction from authorities came quickly with a visit from the Scotland-Yard Vice Squad.
Rimbaud noted,
Following an interview that left neither them nor ourselves any the wiser, and clearly taken aback at our mild manners, they left us with the threat of prosecution for 'criminal blasphemy'.
'God knows why' muttered one of the detectives, leaving us in little doubt as to whose side he was on. Eventually we received a 23 note from the Director of Public Prosecutions informing us that the case had been dropped, but warning us that further indiscretions would be viewed most unfavourably.
However, it very quickly became clear that the decision not to prosecute had been discretionary. Within days of receiving our reprieve, we learnt that record dealers throughout the country were being warned that stocking our material could lead to prosecution, a complete lie, but one that invariably had the desired effect. (2014: 103)
The 'standard' Reality Asylum version was later distributed in 1979 with a poster-sleeve Photograph by Sarah Gordon, Nottingham, United Kingdom. 
Conclusions and future plans and other ridiculous ideas
This article has been a journey through theoretical, ethnographic and artistic landscapes, all serving their specific purpose of charting the journeys of the record Reality Asylum, the core notions of personal experiences, theoretical comparison and reflective notions of the records being reunited and publicly displayed before being sent once more on their way to new homes in the record collections and record trading sites of the digital world. It is too early to report on the experiences and reactions to the gallery exhibition in their new, temporary home next to other 'foolish' examples of subversive art. These records will both outlive myself as a 29 human being and will ultimately form the subject matter of future generations of punk scholars. That said, the aim of this work has been to unpack the enigmatic qualities of the 40-odd-year journey of Reality Asylum both as a personal, cultural experience and as a textually poached new, subversive art form.
There are plans afoot, driven out of sheer curiosity, to both photograph the records posters as a collective display and to simultaneously play and record all 45 copies of the collection.
This ultimately will be the concluding chapter of this self-funded piece of punk research before the artefacts are distributed back into the punk record world.
Alastair 'Gords ' Gordon (December, 2015) 
